
If you want to create, aggravate, and/or perpetuate discord in a ministry or local church
setting . . . .

#1) use and abuse Matthew 18 as a tool for either inappropriately or illegitimately,
handling or mishandling “people problems.”

#2) engage in misrepresentations, broken promises of confidence, and/or lying,
rather than being painfully honest and above board.

#3) ignore or willfully disregard established policy and procedures.

Follow The Stated & Established Policy

(By-Laws, Procedures, Employee Handbook,
Statement of Faith & Practice, & Constitution)

If you would like to see a recent example of this kind of problem, A Christian
University is now in the news concerning this very problem [1]. I have no idea

how it will be resolved nor all that has taken place to bring it to this national level.
Nevertheless, it illustrates what can happen and how it can quickly escalate. The following
policy seems to be at the crux of the controversy, which often becomes an issue regarding
ministry and church controversy.

Why?

Some ministries do not follow the policies, procedures, employee handbook, by-law, and/or
institutional constitution guidelines that they themselves established because it restricts them in
doing what they are determined to do -- whether it be established policy or not.

For Thee
Not Me

Even if they have to violate their own regulations, some feel empowered to go ahead and do it
anyway, perhaps hoping no one raises his hand and says . . .

Whoa . . . That is wrong!
That is not what our written policy states!

and/or
That is not what we did last time regarding this situation!

and/or
This is a violation of our stated by-laws which state . . . .



At Faith Baptist Church in Trenton, New Jersey, we operated a PreK-to-8th-Grade Christian
school, with approximately twenty-four full-time faculty, along with another twenty-five
supporting staff members. We had a faculty and an employee handbook establishing the policies
and procedures on salary, funeral leave, wedding participation, sick-days, personal days,
dismissal, moral standards, dress code, length of day and school year, etc... etc. etc.

We asked Ms. Rosemary Alito (sister to Supremest Court Justice Samuel Alito), an employment
attorney in Princeton, NJ, to thoroughly review our handbooks. We wanted to ensure that our
policies and procedures were not only legal, but express fairness and equity. Nevertheless,
ensuring the legality and fairness of our stated policies and procedures is not even half the
responsibility! If you do not follow them, you can find yourself not only in legal trouble with the
government and/or employees, but you can generate a lot of discord in a ministry!

Yes - those in leadership can generate the discord, which they may mistakenly or disingenuously
claim to be what the employee is doing!

For instance, an all too common practice in ministries, Christian schools, and churches is
establishing salaries based on gender, and/or bread-winner/second income [2]. Rather than having
a clear salary schedule, which establishes a set compensation for all engaged in the same job,
private salary “deals” are made. Those employees are then told in a not so subtle way that they
cannot share their salary and benefit arrangements with others.

To do such is “sowing discord” – of course – it is only and always the others who are sowing the
discord, not those who made the decision, acted unethically, or failed to follow the policy!
Leaders are not a sower of discord -- by definition -- because they are the decision-makers and in
leadership. Only "others" can sow discord.

Leaders making wrong-headed, unjust, inequitable, and/or unbiblical decisions must not be
deemed "sowing discord!" Only employees or members can do that - (tongue in cheek).

Now, indeed employees or members may sow discord. That may be the case if he/she (and/or
others) did not speak to leadership about it first [3 - read]. However, if leadership refuses to
address an inequity, a violation of stated policy and established procedure, an unbiblical action, or
an unethical decision or practice -- who is sowing the discord? The one who calls it out after
having sought to personally and privately address it?

This is how twisted ministry and church leadership becomes!

If you want to generate conflict and controversy, establish unfair policies and procedures,
apply them inconsistently, ignore the clearly stated policy, and/or have no policy but make
your decisions discriminately. Result: The pot is now on the burner. Don't be surprised when
it boils over, and then go on to defend the wrong-minded, or unethical, and/or the unfair action
by the "go-to-argument" of sowing discord." It is the defensive mantra used to threaten and
silence legitimate criticism. [4]



However . . . .

Those in leadership sowed the discord with their policy (or lack thereof), actions,
decisions, or unethical behavior!

Policy is designed to provide fairness and equity as you deal with any and all individuals in
business, ministry, or local church.

When leaders . . . .

• sporadically apply those policies
• discriminately apply them to some and not others
• decide to disregard established and stated policy and procedure for whatever excusatory
reason
• blatantly and purposefully decide to ignore the rules of operation
• twist the obvious wording and meaning of such stated policies to fit your intended goal
• engage in unethical and/or unbiblical actions in retaliation against those who are calling out
the wrong-doing

. . . . it is the leaders who are stirring a dangerous brew for discontent, criticism, and ardent
disagreement -- and sowing the discord!

Stick to the established policies that were understood to be in effect, which were already applied
to other situations that anyone could read and agree that it was or is the effective policy that
ought to be followed!

There are those in ministry and local churches which damage their credibility when they begin
playing games with what is obviously the established and stated practices and policies. They
may think, and even misguidedly believe, that they are accomplishing their ends without much
damage, but their integrity and influence is slipping away. Ministry employees or church
members lose respect for the the very leaders who lean on and rely on that commodity to
effectively minister.

If anyone takes the violation of established policy and procedure lightly, they only need to
ask themselves how they would respond were their son or daughter involved in that kind of
inequity. That is when the unfairness and injustice comes home.

The ugliness of arbitrary, capricious, or even selective policy adherence sows discord. That
discord is not sown by those who are mistreated, but by those who engage in such ugly
behavior.

An uncaring or haphazard attitude to following established policy and procedure, both written
and historically followed, will inherently create criticism and conflict, which is THEN usually
blamed on those who have been ill-treated and wronged.



It is ugly for a ministry to threaten, silence, or dismiss individuals from the employ or
membership for “sowing discord,” after leadership has refused to respond to personal and/or
public requests to follow the stated and established policy.

It is obnoxious for a ministry to threaten, silence, or dismiss individuals from the employ or
membership, after leadership has deliberately violated stated and established policy.

It is offensive for a ministry to threaten, silence, or dismiss individuals from the employ or
membership, when leadership runs rough-shod over others to reach their intended and self-
serving aim, willing to do that even if that requires violating stated and established policy.

The leadership ought to be the doorkeepers of fairness and equity, not the violators. To
haphazardly or purposefully disregard stated and/or established policy and procedure, and not
properly and honestly address it when called-out on it, reveals the integrity (or lack of such) of
the leadership! When that happens, the leadership is the sower of discord and rightfully ought
to called-out for behavior.



♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦

1. Link -- Julie Roys

2. That was not the case at all in both the church and school. We had a published and established pay chart
which was graduated based on experience and college degree.

You should check into the legality of paying individuals for the same job, disparate salaries based on gender or
family situation.

3. There is also more game-playing that happens on this practice. Individuals are told that they are to go to the
pastor or a deacon and speak to them about this-or-that issue. If they do not do that, they apparently have no
right to have it addressed at an all-church business meeting. And even if you speak to the pastor or a deacon,
you will find out that you probably still have no genuine permission to bring it up.

You understand how that game works don't you. You feel free to speak to a pastor or deacon about this-or-that,
but we do not expect you to bring it up at an all-church business meeting. You have had your opportunity! That
is actually your only opportunity. If you make your argument at a business meeting, you may well find yourself
threatened, silenced by the chairperson, or even ex-communicated soon after.

It is said something like this . . . .

The date of our church business meeting was well announced (or our constitutionally established
quarterly business meeting), information was made available over the past several weeks, the pastor
spoke to it several times before the meeting, information was in the bulletin, and any who want to attend
and speak to it were given time and opportunity to speak directly with a-their deacon, or another
member of leadership. The membership was given ample time to ask any questions of the pastors and/or
deacons.

That means . . . .

You have and have had the opportunity to speak to the pastors and deacons, but that is where it ends.
You will not be allowed to publicly, with the church members present, seek to persuade or state your
disagreements and arguments against the decision or action being recommended by the pastors and
deacons. . . . It has been recommended unanimously by them! So please sit down and be quiet, unless
you want to argue for its passage. Your opportunity to speak to the leadership should have resolved it for
you, and you will now be allowed to raise your hand and vote-- yes or no!

Trust me on this!
This is the attitude and approach of some ministries and churches!
If you doubt me, call.

4. The "sowing discord" mantra, is designed to intimidate, silence, or remove dissent. It is the go-to subjective
and illusive argument of wrong-doers, not only right-doers. Ask Elĳah about it

I Kings 18:16-18 – So Obadiah went to meet Ahab, and told him: and Ahab went to meet Elĳah. And it
came to pass, when Ahab saw Elĳah, that Ahab said unto him, Art thou he that troubleth Israel? And
he answered, I have not troubled Israel; but thou, and thy father's house, in that ye have forsaken the
commandments of the LORD, and thou hast followed Baalim.

Perhaps, it is the one who made a decision or policy, or who follows no policy, or acts unethically, or has no
ears to listen to ardent rebuke, or employs power, position, and others to accomplish his ends, or refuses to be
fair and equitable that should be identified as the one who is sowing -- newly planting discord where there was
none -- discord!



If you want to create, aggravate, and/or perpetuate discord in a ministry or local church
setting, or promote the sending of "Anonymous Letter" from those who have learned, or
"An Open Letter" by those who refuse to allow wrong-doing and unethical behavior to
slink to the darkness . . . .

#1) use and abuse Matthew 18 as a tool for either inappropriately or illegitimately,
handling or mishandling “people problems.”

#2) engage in misrepresentations, broken promises of confidence, and/or lying,
rather than being painfully honest and above board.

#3) ignore or willfully disregard established policy and procedures.

Create & Propagate AMinistry or Church Culture Which Is Toxic -- Tone
Deaf & Dismissive Of The Voices & Concerns Of Others


